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Psychosocial Factors of Stock Investors’ Inclination: The Case of the South
Pacific Stock Market

Candauda Arachchige SaliyaDepartment of Banking and Finance, Business College Fiji National University, Nasinu, Fiji
Abstract. Previous research has documented that psychosocial resources and socioeconomic statushave significant influences on investment behavior in financial assets. There are currently no studiesavailable about the motivating factors of individual investor participation in the South Pacific StockMarket to the researcher’s knowledge. This study investigates the motivating factors of existing andpotential stock market investors in countries with similar socio-cultural backgrounds. Using a purposivesample of potential stock investors in Fiji, the study sample included 162 participants with universityeducation (banking and finance). Two research assistants were involved in collecting data, and 108questionnaires were received via email and Google forms while the balance 54 were collected physically.The researcher tested how enterprising personality plays a mediating role in relation to the associationbetween individual characteristics and investment behavior in the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM)framework. The results revealed that four latent factors (intuition, education and knowledge,sociocultural norms, and enterprising personality) are distinct dimensions of investment inclinationtogether with the maturity factor (age) towards stock investments. The findings will be useful forfinancial service providers and regulators in designing educational programs to enhance enterprisingpersonality qualities amongst people generally, and inculcate positive attitudes towards stock investmentsin the young through high school curricula and mass-awareness programs.
Keywords: enterprising personality, investment behavior, investment inclination, psychosocialresources, stock investors

Faktor Psikososial Kecenderungan Investor Saham: Kasus Pasar Saham Pasifik Selatan

Abstrak. Penelitian sebelumnya telah mendokumentasikan bahwa sumber daya psikososial danstatus sosial ekonomi memiliki pengaruh yang signifikan terhadap perilaku investasi dalam asetkeuangan. Saat ini, sesuai pengetahuan peneliti, tidak ada penelitian yang tersedia tentang faktor -faktor memotivasi partisipasi investor individu di pasar saham Pasifik Selatan. Studi ini menyelidikifaktor-faktor yang memotivasi investor pasar saham yang ada dan potensial di negara-negara denganlatar belakang sosial-budaya yang serupa. Dengan menggunakan sampel purposif dari investor sahampotensial di Fiji, sampel penelitian termasuk 162 peserta dengan pendidikan universitas (perbankandan keuangan). Dua asisten peneliti terlibat dalam mengumpulkan data, dan 108 kuesioner diterimamelalui email dan Google form sementara 54 sisanya dikumpulkan secara fisik. Peneliti mengujibagaimana kepribadian yang giat (enterprising personality) memainkan peran mediasi dalamkaitannya dengan hubungan antara karakteristik individu dan perilaku investasi dalam kerangkaStructural Equation Modeling (SEM). Hasil penelitian mengungkap bahwa empat faktor laten (intuisi,pendidikan dan pengetahuan, norma sosiokultural, dan kepribadian yang giat) adalah dimensi yangberbeda dari kecenderungan investasi bersama dengan faktor kedewasaan (usia) terhadap investasisaham. Temuan ini akan berguna bagi penyedia layanan keuangan dan regulator dalam merancangprogram pendidikan untuk meningkatkan kualitas kepribadian yang giat di antara orang-orangpada umumnya, dan menanamkan sikap positif terhadap investasi saham pada generasi muda melaluikurikulum sekolah menengah dan kesadaran massal.
Kata Kunci: investor saham, kecenderungan investasi, kepribadian yang giat, perilaku investasi,sumber daya psikososial
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The South Pacific Stock Market (SPX inFiji) is experiencing a prolonged sluggishness,while individual participation in financialmarkets elsewhere has risen sharply in recenttimes (see, Fufa & Kim, 2018; Pan & Mishra,2018; Akhtar & Das, 2019; Ho, 2019; Matadeen,2019). The investor participation in SPX isextremely low with only 19.000+ retailshareholders (< 0.1% of the population),compared to 100.000+ shareholders (> 8% ofthe population) in the Stock Exchange ofMauritius (SEM) (Saliya, 2020; SPSE (SouthPacific Stock Exchange), 2018). Mauritius hadsimilar macroeconomic indicators in the 1980safter independence from the British colonialmasters (Prasad, 2014). The average free floatof the SPX seems critically low (20% of the totalshareholdings) compared to 70% in the SEM.By 2019, the SEM had crossed the Rs. 400billion mark in market capitalization, whichrepresented 83% of the GDP compared to 28%of the SPX in Fiji (SEM [Stock Exchange ofMauritius], 2019; Saliya, 2020). Thus, there is aneed for greater participation of individualinvestors in channeling money into equities,which is a vital source of capital for corporates.Our target group discussions with threelicensed stockbrokers in Fiji revealed that theydeal with only a few hundred clients totalingfewer than 2000 individuals suggesting thatonly a flimsy 1000+ shareholders are active inthe SPX. This situation, we believe, is aphenomenon worthy of investigation. Althougha few econometric studies have been conducted

on this tiny stock market (see, Saliya, 2020;Prasad, 2014) no psycho-behavioral-financestudy is available to the best of our knowledge.There has been a lot of research ondeterminants of Stock Market Development(SMD) from macroeconomic and institutionalviewpoints such as demand and supply forces,market liquidity, the efficient transaction-processing, intrinsic value, institutionalsupport, and regulatory issues, etc. (see, El-Wassal, 2005; Scatizzi, 2006; Yartey, 2010; Ho& Iyke, 2017; Pan & Mishra, 2018). Many ofthese studies documented the associationbetween stock market determinants and SMDusing Market Capitalization (MCAP) as a proxyof SMD. But the MCAP may not fully capturethe level of SMD because it largely reflects thesize of the stock market at a particular point oftime rather than the level of activities for aperiod of time such as the annual turnover indollar terms or the level of activities in terms ofactive investors and/or number oftransactions. On the other hand, wheninvestigating the determinants of SMD, it maybe more rational to explore the underpinningforces of MCAP, rather than MCAP itself. Apartfrom macroeconomic and institutional factors,the MCAP may also depend on the extent (thenumbers), the nature of stock investors(institutional and retail), and the level ofparticipation (the trading volumes as well asthe vibrancy). Studies about the impact of thelevels and the nature of activities includinginvestor participation on SMD are rare to the
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best of our knowledge. To fill this gap, weconducted this research focusing on stockinvestors’ individual psychosocialcharacteristics, behavior, Stock MarketParticipation (SMP) from the retail perspective,and individual stock investors.Taking a step further, in recent times fewresearchers have identified predictors ofinvestment intention in stock markets usingbehavioral theories such as Theory of PlannedBehavior (TPB) (Akhtar & Das, 2019; Saliya,2021b). However, the association between theactual investment behavior and the investmentinclination has rarely been investigated.  Also,many studies fail to include individualdemographic factors in their models such asethnicity and age and which may play a vitalrole in investment behavior. The present studyencapsulated these psychosocial factors andexamined their association with the investmentintention which may, in turn, contribute to SMPbehavior.Previous research on behavioral financehas provided mixed findings about investmentdecisions in financial assets listed in stockmarkets. Some behavioral finance researcher(for example, Chun & Ming, 2009; Rubaltelli etal., 2010) assert that stock market investmentrequires clear thinking and a rational mind.While some other researchers (for example,Escobari & Jafarinejad, 2019; Chen & Zheng,2020; Kocaarslan, 2020) suggest stockinvestors need to be high-risk-takers. Thesefindings call for further investigation of

personal resources relevant to stock marketparticipation. Particularly, there is a growinginterest in Enterprising Personality (ENP) as apersonal resource required for inclination andparticipation in stock market investments(Vasile, 2018). Persons who have an ENP, whichis one of the six personality types presented byHolland (1997) are described as people who areenergetic, ambitious, enthusiastic, adventurous,and performing for economic gain. Further,Cillo et al. (2018) show that individualpsychosocial and cultural characteristics seemto influence Investment Inclination (IIN) asreflected by ENP to drive individuals towardsSMP.
Theoretical frameworkMany theories have been published onpsychological and sociological factors to explainindividual investors’ investment decisions(Barber & Odean, 2013; Clark-Murphy & Soutar,2004; Korniotis & Kumar, 2011; Kumar & Lim,2007; Saliya, 2021a; Seasholes & Zhu, 2010).Sarwar and Afaf (2016) showed thatpsychological factors have stronger effects oninvestors’ decision making than do economicfactors. However, the potential mediating roleof psychosocial resources has been rarelyexplored in relation to SMP behavior. Also,particularly in social behavioral science, thereis a growing interest in using ‘resource focusedmodels’ to assess psychosocial pathways leadingto behavioral outcomes (Wickrama et al.,2015). Consistent with this perspective,
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previous studies have used psychosocialresources, such as mastery (Pearlin et al., 1981),hardiness (Kobasa, 1979), self-efficacy(Bandura, 1992) and sense of coherence(Antonovsky, 1979) to capture differentdimensions of one’s positive psychologicalresources influencing his/her behavior.Accordingly, Wickrama et al. (2015) haveshown that psychosocial resources havepositive consequences for individual psycho-behavioral and socioeconomic outcomes, andwe expect a similar mediating role forpsychosocial resources (e.g., ENP) with regardto SMP outcomes. However, very limitedliterature is available in the Fijian or Island

nations’ context, in the Pacific region, regardingindividuals’ willingness to participate infinancial markets. Therefore, we aim toinvestigate ENP as the key resource mechanismlinking individual characteristics of IIN towardsSMP. Figure 1 presents the theoreticalframework for the study. In this frameworkENP, as the key mediating variable, linksindividual psychosocial and culturalcharacteristics, namely, intuition, knowledgeand education, and socio-cultural norms to IIN.In addition, maturity (age) is hypothesized todirectly influence IIN. We will discuss each ofthese constructs in the paragraphs that follow.
Figure 1

The Theoretical Framework and Hypothesized Pathway Analysis

Enterprising personality (ENP) as a
psychosocial resourcesEnterprising, as a personality trait, isdefined as good at thinking of and doing newand difficult things, especially things that will

make money (Cambridge, 2020). UsingHolland’s (1997) SOS enterprising (E) scale,Zulaifah (2005) showed that ENP issignificantly related to uncertainty tolerance. Inthis light, and because studies in behavioral
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finance have shown that personal resourceshave an effect on investment decisions (Durandet al., 2008) we contend that ENP is a broadconstruct of positive psychosocial feelingswith various dimensions motivating individualstowards SMP.Recently, Martínez-Loredo et al. (2018)have introduced a multifactor implicit-measuremodel to assess ENP dimensions enfolding eighttraits (with associated st imuli words);achievement motivation (persistent),autonomy (initiative), innovativeness(creative), self-efficacy (competent), locus ofcontrol (responsible), optimism (positive),stress tolerance (stable, calm) and risk-taking(courageous, daring). In addition, Vasile (2018)reveals that persons who have an ENP makeactive decisions and were actively involved intaking control of their lives more than others.Thus, consistent with the behavioral financialmodels previously adopted, we hypothesizethat: Within our sample of potential stock

investors (employed university educated

individuals), ENP will positively influence their

inclination towards SMP.

Individual psychosocial and cultural
characteristics influencing ENP

1. IntuitionIntuition means an accumulation ofattitudes triggering inclinations to believe(Earlenbaugh & Molyneux, 2009; Wilder, 1967).Intuitive thinking is defined as automatic, fast,effortless, unconscious, and based on vastamounts of prior experience (Hogarth, 2001)

and demonstrates an integration of informationand feelings in an cumulative manner (Hogarth,2001; Glöckner & Betsch, 2008). Intuitiveprocesses have little or no information-processing costs (Hogarth & Karelaia, 2007) andempower individuals to justify their behaviorquickly and rationally (Glöckner & Betsch,2008; Saliya, 2019). Finally, intuition is typicallycontrasted with deliberation which describesslow, effortful, stepwise, and mostly rule-governed processes (Horstmann et al., 2009).According to Hunjra et al. (2016) the maindeterminants of choice of investment arepropensity of risk, framing of problem,asymmetry of information, and perception ofrisk. Connecting intuition to common sense,Yurttadur and Ozcelik (2019) reveal that theinvestment behavior of people is directed bycommon sense but with an overconfidencetendency. Based on these findings, we anticipatethat intuition, as captured by the instinctivefeelings of respondents, will be positivelyassociated with IIN directly and/or indirectlyaffecting SMP. As Martínez-Loredo et al. (2018)point out, because the trait of ‘risk-taking’contributes to the development of ENP, wehypothesize that: The individual’s intuitive

characteristics (which are loaded with risk-

related attitudes) influence ENP.
2. Socio-cultural normsHofstede (1980; 2001) seminal workshows how cultural values at individual orsocietal levels are influenced by national culturewhich is supposedly represented by four
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quantifiable dimensions: uncertainty-avoidance,individualism, masculinity and power distance.The dimension of uncertainty-avoidancerepresents a preference for certainty anddiscomfort with unstructured or ambiguoussituations—similar to investment activities inhighly volatile stock markets. In other work, Cilloet al. (2018) tested the relationship betweeninnovativeness and individual investors’ SMPand found that national culture moderates thisrelationship (Saliya & Jayasinghe, 2016). Also,Hong et al. (2004) suggest that peers have a largeimpact on the SMP of an individual, while Brownet al. (2008) show that individuals are more likelyto invest in stocks when their peers participatebecause of perceived social pressure to actuniformly (Ajzen, 1991; East, 1993). However,Cuong and Jian (2014) argue that, even thoughintention is largely affected by factors likesuggestions from friends (socio-cultural) andavailability of funds, psychological factors likeoverconfidence (intuition), optimism and risk-attitude (factors of ENP) were more importantdeterminants of IIN. By separating theseattributes into socio-cultural, intuitive and ENPdimensions, we anticipate that socio-culturalfactors, as captured by ethnicity (origin) andperceived importance of the SPX on the Fijianpeople, will have significant association with IINthrough ENP and towards SMP. Moreover,because entrepreneurial intention and activitiesare commonly attributed to the interaction ofsocio-cultural values and attitudes (Hopp &Stephan, 2012; Thornton et al., 2011) we

hypothesize that: Socio-cultural factors influence

ENP.

3. Knowledge and educationFinancial knowledge can be defined asinformation that is acquired through learning,organizing, representing and storing in thememory (Wang, 2009). Past studies havesuggested that good financial behavior is oftenassociated with higher levels of financialknowledge (Edmiston & Gillett-Fisher, 2006).McEwen and Gianaros (2011) argue that lesseducated youth are more likely to engage in riskbehaviors which are also linked to poor health,and investment behavior too. Therefore, weembedded the level of education to theknowledge dimension which we hypothesizedwould influence the IIN via ENP. However,there is limited literature illustrating therelationship between financial knowledge andtaking risks while making an investment (Wang,2009). Research has suggested that financialknowledge is comprised of two basiccomponents, namely, objective financialknowledge and subjective financial knowledge(Wang, 2009). Objective financial knowledgefacilitates acquisition of knowledge, whereassubjective financial knowledge increases thedegree of reliability of the existing knowledge.Therefore, we hypothesize that: Knowledge and

education may contribute to the development

of ENP towards IIN of current and potential

stock investors.According to Klapper et al. (2013),individuals with knowledge of basic financial
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concepts are said to be financially literate.Financial knowledge is crucial in a scenariowhen financial markets have complex financialproducts. It has been observed that financialignorance can have disastrous results, forinstance: ending up with bigger debts and higherinterest rates on loans (Lusardi & de BassaScheresberg, 2013) , and more borrowing andless saving. On the other hand, people who havefinancial knowledge are better in terms offinancial management (Lusardi & de BassaScheresberg, 2013). These individuals are morelikely to diversify risk by spreading their fundsacross different financial assets (Abreu &Mendes, 2010). Financial knowledge might alsolead an individual to sharpen their financialskills and attitudes (Hassan Al Tamimi & AnoodBin Kalli, 2009). Campbell (2006) linked lowSMP to little knowledge of stocks and theworking of the stock market in general, whileGuiso and Jappelli (2005) confirm this byshowing a positive correlation betweenfinancial literacy and SMP. Therefore, in ourstudy, we hypothesize that: ENP is also

influenced by financial knowledge.
MaturityIt is argued that elderly individuals typicallyshow more maturity with longer socialexperiences and are cautious about their savingsand investments. Previous studies have shownthat associations between psychosocialresources and IIN differ across age (Beatty etal., 2011). Further, there is evidence that self-

esteem is positively associated with age (Vasile,2018). As a result, the age of an individual mayinfluence his/her self-evaluations (Rosenberg,1979) and could directly influence IIN. Yurttadurand Ozcelik (2019) show that anoverconfidence-tendency is observed in middle-age. Thus, we hypothesize that: Individuals’ age

will have a positive impact on IIN.In sum, we tested whether ENP plays amediating role in relation to the associationbetween three individual characteristics(intuition, knowledge and education, andsociocultural norms) and IIN, and the age factordirectly towards IIN for SMP as a causalStructural Equation Model (SEM). So weendeavored to analyse and estimate howindividuals are motivated to invest in the SPX.As depicted in Figure 1, the specific objectivesare as follows: (1) To test the power of influencethat ENP has in mediating the relationshipbetween impact of intuition, knowledge andeducation, sociocultural norms, and IIN; (2) Totest whether maturity (age) positivelyinfluences IIN; and (3) To test whether IINpositively influences SMP.
MethodThe study sample included 162participants with university education. TheStructural Equation Model Sample SizeCalculator recommended a minimum samplesize of 137 (Analytics Calculator, 2019) for thetesting of hypothesized models. Two researchassistants were involved in collecting data, and
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108 questionnaires were received via emailand Google forms. The survey was carried outwith employed university students, in wide agegroups, majoring in Banking and Finance. Weused the questionnaire to gather the knowledge,feelings and behavior of these people in relationto the SPX in several aspects using 18 items.Five items involved demographic factors: age,assets, level of education, income level and origin(Indigenous, Fiji-Indian, and other) while 13items had Likert-scale answers (from 5 =
Strongly agree, to 1= Strongly disagree).
MeasuresSelf-reporting is very common in socialresearch for capturing psychosocialcharacteristics, despite the responses beinginfluenced by social desirability and self-biases(Navarro-González et al. 2016). According tode Houwer et al. (2009), use of implicitmeasures could minimize this effect becausesuch enquiries might automatically activatecognitive associations (Fazio & Olson, 2003).Therefore, we strived to explore unbiasedresponses as much as possible by posingstatements/enquiries which contain thecharacteristics to be captured in an implicitmanner, sometimes with reverse coding.
Enterprising personalityDrawing from many studies, such asMartínez-Loredo et al. (2018), we use fivemeasures to capture five traits (out of the eight)of ENP (achievement motivation, risk-taking, self-efficacy, self-control, and optimism) to assess ENP.

The achievement motivation trait isdefined as the desire to achieve (Rauch & Frese,2007a), and captured by posing the enquiry:‘share market is for wealthy people’. The risk-taking trait is described as the tendency and willto assume risk which offers more benefits thannegative consequences (Moore & Gullone,1996), and is captured with the response to thestatement: ‘I rather earn interest from my bank

deposits’. In this case, since bank deposits areconsidered as low risk investments, the response‘strongly agree’ would be assigned a score of 1while ‘strongly disagree’ would get 5, a reversecode, for example.Some studies have shown that self-efficacy is a clearer construct and depicts bettercorrelation with willingness (enterprising)than perceived behavioral control (Armitage& Conner, 2001). Similarly, financial self-efficacy is defined as the belief in one’scapability to achieve certain financial goals(Forbes & Kara, 2010), and therefore plays acritical role in shaping up ENP dimension in ourmodel in this study. Drawing from Bandura(1992), because self-efficacy refers to anindividual’s belief in his or her capacity toexecute behaviors necessary to producespecific performance attainments (Bandura,1992), we attempted to capture self-efficacyfrom the item: ‘I can do just about anything that

I really set in my mind’.The self-control trait is about the causalattribution of consequences of one’s ownbehavior (Rauch & Frese, 2007b) and is measured
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from the item: ‘I have little control over the things

that happen to me’ (reverse coded). Finally, theoptimism trait, which is defined as the beliefs aperson has about good things happening morethan bad things in their life (Sheppard et al., 2002),is measured from the response to the statement:‘I am happy with the way the life goes’.
IntuitionWe capture this characteristic through twoitems: risk-appetite and overconfidence tendencyor contention (Yurttadur & Ozcelik, 2019). Therisk-appetite or the intensity of risk involved withcapital investment is measured from the item‘Investing in shares is a risky business’. Thecharacteristic of contention is measured througha statement in negative form: ‘Becoming rich

depends more on factors beyond my control’.
Knowledge and educationThis dimension is measured by threeitems: awareness of the stock market,operational skills, and level of academiceducation. The relevant enquiries are: ‘There

are 25 companies listed in the SPX’ (for marketawareness), ‘I do not know how to trade

securities in the SPX’ (for operational skills),and the academic education is indicated underthe demographic section of the questionnairethrough choosing ‘graduate’, ‘postgraduate’,

‘masters’, and ‘doctorate’.
Socio-cultural normsOne measure we use to measure thisdimension is the ethnicity of the participants,

and we asked them to indicate their origin, i.e.,the ethnicity: Indigenous, Fiji Indian, or other.The other measure gathers their views on theimportance of the SPX for Fijian people(perception of the stock market), and theyresponded using the same Likert scale of 1 to 5for ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’respectively (reverse coded) for the enquiry:‘Stock market has very little impact on Fijians’.
Hypothesis and the modelIntuition, knowledge and education,sociocultural norms, and ENP were defined aslatent factors using multiple indicators.Statistically, latent factors reflect the commonvariance of indicators, and the squared loadingof indicators reflects the amounts of varianceof the indicators explained by the latent factor.IIN is hypothesized to be influenced byintuition, knowledge and education, socio-cultural norms, and ENP alone with the age. Asdepicted in the theoretical model, we conducteda path analysis in SEM framework, estimatingthe influences of individual characteristics onIIN, and then the impact of IIN on SMP withinthe same model.This analysis was performed with Mplusversion 8.0 (Muthén & Muthén, 2017) withMaximum Likelihood Estimation. A range of fitindices were used to evaluate the model fit ofthe models including the chi-square statistic,Cumulative Fit Indices (CFI), and Root MeanSquare Error of Approximation (RMSEA). Forthe chi-square fit statistic, the model is thought
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to fit the data well when the chi-square dividedby the degrees of freedom is below 3.0(Carmines & McIver, 1981). The CFI and RMSEAwere used to evaluate the models’ fit due to thefact that they were not directly related to thesample size. We used the chi-square statistic,the CFI, and the RMSEA to evaluate the modelfit. Hu and Bentler (1999) report that a CFI valuegreater than .90 ensures that the model is notmis-specified. MacCallum et al. (1996) reportthat a RMSEA nearing .08 indicates a reasonablygood model fit.

Results

Descriptives and bi-variate correlationsDescriptive statistics and correlationsamong all study variables are shown in Table1. The means of the variables were within 1.5(Std. Dev. = 1.269) and 3.49 (Std. Dev. = .614).All the study variables were correlated in theexpected direction. The skewness of thevariables were within -.533 and .865 exceptstock market participation which showed2.476 of skewness confirming clear normaldistributions. As expected, there weresignificant positive correlations between ageand the intuitional characteristic of risk-taking(r = .258, p < .01), knowledge and educationalcharacteristic of market awareness (r = .216,
p < .01), and the level of education (r = .668, p< .05).Origin factor (the ethnicity), a variableconstituent of sociocultural norms showed anegative correlation with the ENP constituent

variable of self-control (r = -.222, p < .01), suggestingpeople of Indian origin experience less self-control.The contention variable, which is a constituentconstruct of intuition dimension showed asignificant positive correlation with the constituentvariable for risk-taking (r = .316, p < .01) an self-efficacy (r = .341, p < .01) of ENP dimension,suggesting that more confident investors showedmore willingness to take risk in relation to SMP.
Latent factors and loadings of manifest
variablesFigure 2 presents the results for themeasurement part of the model, factor loadingof ENP, intuition, knowledge and socio-culturalnorms. All 13 items showed significantsubstantial factor loadings to respectivedimensions (p < .05) showing acceptablereliabilities and validities of these items inrelation to the defined constructs (Bollen,1989). There were no significant cross-factorloadings. Measurement errors of observedresponses and significant error correlationswhich were freed to be correlated are notshown in the figure. Thus, measurement partof the model (factor loading) showed thatmanifest variables significantly define andcapture four latent factors: intuition, knowledgeand education, socio-cultural norms andenterprising personality.
Testing hypothesized associationsStandardized regression coefficients forhypothesized associations are presented inFigure 3.
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Figure 2

Construction of Enterprise Personality and Associated Dimensions with Respective Loadings and

Display of Hypotheses and Correlations
 

 
 
Figure 3

Overall Path Analysis Model
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The positive highly significantassociation between intuition and enterprisepersonality (β = .75, p < .01) suggests thatincrease in Intuition by one unit would result inan increase of .75 units in enterprisingpersonality. However, as shown in Table 1, itappears that the zero-order correlationsbetween the constituent items of thesedimensions showed weaker associations.The findings also supported theexistence of a pathway from knowledge andeducation to the ENP. The participants withhigher academic education showedsignificant influence towards enterprisepersonality (β = .35, p < .05), suggesting thatone unit increase in knowledge and educationwould influence the ENP to increase by .35.This association, too, was stronger than thezero-order correlations between allconstituent constructs of both dimensions,except between the variable operating skillsof knowledge and education dimension andoptimism variable of ENP (r = .363, p < .01).The observed strong regression coefficientsbetween Intuition and ENP, and Knowledgeand education and ENP may be attributed tothe fact that structural equation modelingwith multiple indicators accounting for themeasurement errors of manifest variablesand correct for the attenuation of coefficients

(Bollen, 1989). Results also confirm thatSocio-cultural  norms significantly andpositively influence ENP, i.e. ,  one unitincrease in sociocultural norms would resultin an increase of .30 units in ENP.Overall, enterprising personality showeda positive association with investmentinclination (β = .23, p < .05) backed by theassociated dimensions of intuition, knowledgeand education, sociocultural norms, andmaturity. The findings supported the existenceof significant association between maturity andENP (β = .26, p < .05), so that one-year increasein age would increase ENP by .26 units.Investment inclination, which was positivelyinfluenced by enterprising personality (β = .23,
p < .05), showed a positive association withSMP (β = .33, p < .05). Therefore, one unitincrease in enterprising personality couldelevate the investment inclination of people by.23, and a one unit increase in investmentinclination would motivate them to participatein the stock market by .33-unit investmentinclinations more.Overall, the path analysis modelaccounted for 83% of the variance in ENP, 12%of the variance in IIN, 10% of the variance inSMP, and the model shows an acceptable fit withthe data (CFI. 81, RMSEA .075), Chi-sq. (df) =196.16 (93), Chi-sq/df = 2. 10, SRMR = .076).
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DiscussionIn the present investigation, wecaptured cumulative psychosocial resourcesby generating a composite dimension ofenterprising personality summing thedichotomous indicators of achievementmotivation, risk-taking, self-efficacy, self-control, and optimism. Similarly, we capturedthree more composite dimensions: intuition,knowledge and education, and socio-culturalnorms to capture further attributes andresources. These were: risk-appetite,contention (overconfidence), marketawareness, operational skills, academiceducation, ethnicity (origin), and perceptionon the SPX. All these dimensions showedpositive significant association with investorinclination towards stock marketparticipation.This study had two main objectives. Firstto confirm the hypothesized theoreticalframework with different dimensions of theIIN, and then to test this model in the Fijiancontext using relevant exogenous variables.This study also revealed that four latent factors(intuition, knowledge and education,sociocultural norms, and enterprisingpersonality) are distinct dimensions ofinvestment inclination together with thematurity factor.In general, the results of the studysupported the hypothesized model whichshowed that ENP mediates the influence ofindividual characteristics on IIN which, in turn,

influences SMP. Overall, the study provideduseful findings about the role of individualcharacteristics and personal resourcesinfluencing SMP, which may have importantimplications for financial policy andprogramme planners in Fiji context.The present study has used a SEMFramework to analyse the data. SEM allowedus to account for the measurement errors ofthe responses. Also, we have used several fitindices to evaluate the hypothesized model.This has enhanced the quality of estimatedparameters and provided statistically moreconvincing results (Bollen, 1989). We believethat this methodical framework can also beused to discover the influential factors ofinvestment inclination and then estimate thepredictors of stock market investments in otherdeveloping countries with similarsocioeconomic contexts.
ConclusionsThis study investigates the motivatingfactors of existing and potential stock marketinvestors in countries with similar socio-cultural backgrounds. This study emphasizedthe importance of individual characteristicsaffecting the propensity to participate in stockmarkets and documented the associationbetween investment inclination and actualSMP. Moreover, we explored the significanceand estimated the impact of the role played bythe enterprising personality, as a mediatorbetween the investment inclination and
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individual characteristics such as intuition,knowledge and education, and socioculturalnorms. Further, this study revealed thatmaturity represented by age plays a vital rolein inclining investors towards SMP. Overall,this study not only incorporated manyinfluential individual characteristics into theresearch model an showed their impact oninvestment inclination, but also revealed theimpact of such investment inclinations onactual SMP.The findings will be useful for financialservice providers, mainly stock brokers, whoneed to attract more clients by designingeducational programs to match differentlevels of maturity and knowledge andeducation. For regulators, the findings areuseful for creating awareness andpromotional programs to enhanceenterprising personality qualities amongstthe general public.  The findings also suggestthat having a positive attitude towards theSPX is important if people are to participatein the stock market, and those attitudes,beliefs and perceptions might have to beinculcated from an early age through highschool curriculums and mass awarenessprograms.
SuggestionsThe present study has several limitations.First, the sample size is relatively small; it wouldneed to be larger to yield more statistical power.Second, respondents with more diverse

backgrounds and from diverse geographicalareas would have increased the generalizabilityof the study findings. Third, greater numbers ofquestionnaire items would have producedhigher reliability of factors reflecting differentdimensions. Future studies should test thistheoretical framework with a larger and morediverse sample, and with a more comprehensiveinstrument. This research can also be takenfurther by studying the causal or mutuallyintegrative relationship between SMP and SMDfor future research.Despite these limitations, the currentstudy enhanced our knowledge about theassessment of investment intention and itsunderpinning influential factors in the Fijiancontext. The study findings indicated diverseinfluences of intuition, knowledge andeducation, and socio-cultural norms on
investment inclination through enterprising

personality which directly influence investment

inclination towards investment behavior (stock

market participation) in the South PacificStock market. Further, there was also evidencethat individuals’ maturity (the age factor) has adirect effect on triggering stock market

participation.
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